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For the attention of Mr Mike Harris




Dear Mr Harris


APPLICATION FOR DEVELOPMENT CONSENT BY ABLE HUMBER PORTS LTD FOR


THE PROPOSED ABLE MARINE ENERGY PARK


THE INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING (EXAMINATION PROCEDURE) RULES 2012 –


RULE 17 FURTHER INFORMATION:  APPROPRIATE ASSESSMENT REGULATORY


REGIMES


You have requested the Applicant to confirm that there are either:


i)  No other regulatory regimes requiring an appropriate assessment by a different


decision maker, or


ii)  that the Applicant has confirmed with said competent authorities that they are likely

to wish to adopt the reasoning of conclusions of the appropriate assessment carried out by


the competent authority under the Planning Act 2008.


A review of the list of additional consents required, included in the application package (File


1, Document reference:  TR030001/APP/24) shows that certain other consents will be

needed which will require appropriate assessment (AA).  As far as the Applicant is aware,

these are limited to:


•  Permits from the EA pursuant to the Environmental Permitting (England and

Wales) Regulations 2010;


•  Consent from the EA under the Water Resources Act 1991;


•  Consent under section 23 of the Land Drainage Act 1991 (north bank); and


•  Consents under flood defence byelaws on either bank.


The competent authority for all these consents is understood to be the Environment Agency,

which is also likely to consult with Natural England.


The Applicant has prepared a sHRA report to assist the competent authority for the AMEP


application to undertake an AA – this sHRA has been prepared to cover the full scope of


works associated with the project, and so consents sought under the regimes listed above

would involve no further works beyond those considered in the sHRA report, and included

within the compensation proposals.  The scope of the AA for AMEP will therefore include all


works for which consent will be sought under additional regimes.
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The Applicant has consulted with the Environment Agency, which advises that (email and


telecon from A Hewitson, 20
th
 November 2012), it would hope that the AA for the whole

AMEP project will be sufficient to be adopted where AA is required under other regimes.

However, it reserves the right to consider each application for consent for works made to it


under other regimes on its own merits, making reference to the AMEP AA and SHRA reports


as appropriate.





Yours sincerely





Jonathan Monk


Environmental scientist





 


